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ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRA TWISTED BUNDLES OVER COMPACT

TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

A. ZUEVSKY

Abstract. For the associative algebra Apgq of an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra

g, we introduce twisted fiber bundles over arbitrary compact topological spaces.
Fibers of such bundles are given by elements of algebraic completion of the space

of formal series in complex parameters, sections are provided by rational functions

with prescribed analytic properties. Homotopical invariance as well as covariance
in terms of trivial bundles of twisted Apgq-bundles is proven. Further applications

of the paper’s results useful for studies of the cohomology of infinite-dimensional

Lie algebras on smooth manifolds, K-theory, as well as for purposes of conformal
field theory, deformation theory, and the theory of foliations are mentioned.

1. Introduction

It is natural to consider bundles of modules related to associative algebras. Play-
ing important roles in clarification of the cohomology theory on smooth manifolds,
they are also important for elliptic and Witten genua [22, 21], the highest weight
representations of Heisenberg and affine Kac-Moody algebras, and provide important
examples for the construction of related associative algebras. In this paper we intro-
duce twisted fiber bundles of modules of associative algebras of infinite-dimensional
Lie algebras twisted in the form of group of automorphisms torsors originating from
local geometry. Our original motivation for this work is to understand continuous
cohomology [3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 17, 20] of non-commutatieve structrues over compact topo-
logical spaces. In particular [4], one hopes to relate cohomology of infinite-dimensional
Lie algebras-valued series considered on complex manifolds to fiber bundles on aux-
iliary topological spaces [17]. We also plan to study applications of results of this
paper for K-theories. Let g be an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra [13]. Starting
from algebraic completion Gz of the space of g-valued series in a few formal complex
parameters, we introduce the category OApgq of associative algebra modules for the
associative algebra Apgq originating from Gz by means of factorization with respect
to two natural multiplications [23]. Local parts of twisted bundles are constructed as
principal bundles of products of Autpgq modules and spaces of all sets of local param-
eters of a X-covering. As in the untwisted case [6], this result is crucial in defining
Apgq K-groups and studying the cohomology their properties.

Key words and phrases. Associative algebras, fiber bundles, rational functions with prescribed

properties.
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2 A. ZUEVSKY

2. Prescribed rational functions

In this section the space of prescribed rational functions is defined as rational func-
tions with certain analytical and symmetric properties [12]. Such rational functions
depend implicitly on an infinite number of non-commutative parameters.

2.1. Rational functions originating from matrix elements. Let us introduce
the general notations used in this paper. We denote by boldface vectors of elements,
e.g., an “ pa1, . . . , anq, and the same for all types of objects used in the text. If n
is omitted then a denotes any choice of n ě 0. We also express as pajqn the j-th
component of an. Let I be set of positive integers, and Xα “ tXα, α P Iu be an
open covering of a compact topological space X which gives a local trivialization of
the Apgq fiber bundle. Let g, be an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra. Denote by G
a g-module. Denote by Gzn be the graded (with respect to a grading operator KG)
algebraic completion of the space of formal series individually in each of complex
formal parameters zn, and satisfying certain properties described below. We denote
xn “ pgn, znq for gn of the n-th power Gn “ Gbn of g-module G, and G˚zn be the
dual to Gzn with respect to non-degenerate bilinear form p., .q. For fixed θ P G˚zn , and
varying xn P Gzn we consider matrix elements F pxnq of the form

F pxnq “ pθ, fpxnqq P Cppzqq, (2.1)

where F pxnq depends implicitly on gn P Gn. In this paper we consider meromorphic
functions of several complex formal parameters defined on a compact topological space
which are extendable to rational functions on larger domains on X. We denote such
extensions by Rpfpznqq.

Definition 1. Denote by FnC the configuration space of n ě 1 ordered coordinates
in Cn, FnC “ tzn P Cn | zi ‰ zj , i ‰ ju.

In order to work with objects on X for a set of Gn-elements gn we consider
converging rational functions fpxnq P Gzn of zn P FnC.

Definition 2. For an arbitrary fixed θ P G˚z , we call a map linear in gn and zn,

F : xn ÞÑ Rppθ, fpxnqq, (2.2)

a rational function in zn with the only possible poles at zi “ zj , i ‰ j. Abusing
notations, we denote

F pxnq “ R ppθ, fpxnqqq .

Definition 3. We define left action of the permutation group Sn on F pznq by

σpF qpxnq “ F
`

gn, zσpiq
˘

.

2.2. Conditions on Gz. For Gz we assume [12] that is Gz “
š

λPCGz,λ, where
Gz,λ “ tw P Gz|K0w “ λw λ “ wtpwqu, such that Gz,λ “ 0 when the real part of α
is sufficiently negative, Moreover we require that dimGz,λ ă 8, i.e., it is finite, and
for fixed λ, Gz,n`λ “ 0, for all small enough integers n. In addition, assume that Gz

equipped with a map ωG : Gz Ñ Grrz, z´1ss, g ÞÑ ωgpzq ”
ř

lPC gl z
l. In addition to

that, For g P g and g P G, ωgpzqw contains only finitely many negative power terms,
that is, ωgpzqw P Gppzqq. We denote by G1z “

š

λPZG
˚
λ the dual to Gz. Through
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matrix elements (2.1), locality and associativity conditions for g1, g2 P g, w P G, θ P
G1, for Gzn are assumed, i.e., the series pθ, ωg1pz1q ωg2pz2qwq, pθ, ωg2pz2q ωg1pz1qwq,
´

θ, ωωg1 pz1´z2qg2pz2qw
¯

, are absolutely convergent in the regions |z1| ą |z2| ą 0,

|z2| ą |z1| ą 0, |z2| ą |z1 ´ z2| ą 0, respectively, to a common rational function in z1
and z2 with the only possible poles at z1 “ 0 “ z2 and z1 “ z2.

Definition 4. Let G Ă Autpgq be a subgroup of Autpgq. We say that G acts on Gz

as automorphisms if g ωhpzq g
´1 “ ωghpzq, on Gz for all g P G, h P g.

2.3. Conditions on rational functions. Let zn P FnC. Denote by TG the trans-
lation operator [12]. We define now extra conditions on rational functions leading to
the definition of restricted rational functions.

Definition 5. Denote by pTGqi the operator acting on the i-th entry. We then define
the action of partial derivatives on an element F pxnq

BziF pxnq “ F ppTGqi xnq,
ÿ

iě1

BziF pxnq “ TGF pxnq, (2.3)

and call it TG-derivative property.

Definition 6. For z P C, let

ezTGF pxnq “ F pgn, zn ` zq. (2.4)

Let InsipAq denotes the operator of multiplication by A P C at the i-th position. Then
we define

F pgn, Insipzq znq “ F
`

Insipe
zTGq xn

˘

, (2.5)

are equal as power series expansions in z, in particular, absolutely convergent on the
open disk |z| ă mini‰jt|zi ´ zj |u.

Definition 7. A rational function has KG-property if for z P Cˆ satisfies pz znq P
FnC,

zKGF pxnq “ F
`

zKGgn, z zn
˘

. (2.6)

2.4. Rational functions with prescribed analytical behavior. In this subsec-
tion we give the definition of rational functions with prescribed analytical behavior
on a domain of X. We denote by Pk : G Ñ Gpkq, k P C, the projection of G on
Gpkq. For each element gi P G, and xi “ pgi, zq, z P C let us associate a formal series

ωgipzq “
ř

kPC
gik z

k, i P Z. Following [12], we formulate

Definition 8. We assume that there exist positive integers βpgl1,i, gl”,jq depending
only on gl1,i, gl2,j P G for i, j “ 1, . . . , pl ` kqn, k ě 0, i ‰ j, 1 ď l1, l2 ď n. Let ln
be a partition of pl ` kqn “

ř

iě1

li, and ki “ l1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` li´1. For ζi P C, define hi “

F pWgki`li
pzki`li´ζiqq, for i “ 1, . . . , n. We then call a rational function F satisfying

properties (2.3)–(2.6), a rational function with prescribed analytical behavior, if under
the following conditions on domains, |zki`p ´ ζi| ` |zkj`q ´ ζj | ă |ζi ´ ζj |, for i, j “
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1, . . . , k, i ‰ j, and for p “ 1, . . . , li, q “ 1, . . . , lj , the function
ř

rnPZn
F pPrihi; pζqlq, is

absolutely convergent to an analytically extension in zl`k, independently of complex
parameters pζql, with the only possible poles on the diagonal of zl`k of order less than
or equal to βpgl1,i, gl2,jq. In addition to that, for gl`k P G, the series

ř

qPC F pWpgk,

PqpWpgl`k, zkq, zk`lqq, is absolutely convergent when zi ‰ zj , i ‰ j |zi| ą |zs| ą 0,
for i “ 1, . . . , k and s “ k ` 1, . . . , l ` k and the sum can be analytically extended to
a rational function in zl`k with the only possible poles at zi “ zj of orders less than
or equal to βpgl1,i, gl2,jq.

For m P N and 1 ď p ď m´1, let Jm;p be the set of elements of Sm which preserve
the order of the first p numbers and the order of the last m´ p numbers, that is,

Jm,p “ tσ P Sm | σp1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă σppq, σpp` 1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă σpmqu.

Let J´1
m;p “ tσ | σ P Jm;pu. In addition to that, for some rational functions require

the property:
ÿ

σPJ´1
n;p

p´1q|σ|σpF pgσpiq, znqq “ 0. (2.7)

Then, we have

Definition 9. We define the space Θ pn, k,Gzn , Uq of matrix elements F pxnq of n for-
mal complex parameters as the space of restricted rational functions with prescribed
analytical behavior on a FnC-domain U Ă X, and satisfying TG- and KG-properties
(2.3)–(2.6), definition (8), and (2.7).

3. Associative algebra Apgq of prescribed rational functions

In this section we define a twisted bundles corresponding to the associative algebra
Apgq, and describe their properties.

3.1. Associative algebra Apgq out of g. In this subsection we recall [23, 5] a way
how to derive an associative algebra Apgq out of an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra
g.

Definition 10. For any homogeneous vectors h, rh P G, one defines the multiplications

h ˚κ rh “ Resz

˜

p1` zqwtphq
ÿ

lPC
hnz

l´κ

¸

.rh,

for κ “ 1, 2, and extend it bilinearly it to GˆG.

Here, as usual, Resz denotes the coefficient in front of z´1.

Definition 11. For h, rh P G, define Apgq “ Gz{pspanph ˚2 rhqq
θ.

For θ “ 0 we get back to Gz with associativity property described in subsection
2.2 expressed via matrix elements, while for and for θ “ 1 we obtain an associative
algebra associated to g with ordinary associativity. The following theorem is due
to [23, §2] (also see [5]).
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Theorem 1. The bilinear operation ˚1 makes Apgq into an associative algebra with
the linear map φ : g ÞÑ exp

`

´z2Bz
˘

p´1q´zBzg, inducing an anti-involution ν on Apgq.

In what follows, let us denote by W Ă Gz a subspace which is an Apgq-module.
For homogeneous g P G we set opgq “ awtpgq´1 and extend linearly to all g P G.

Definition 12. We now define the space of lowest weight vectors of G:

LpW q “ tg, P G,w PW |gwtphq`mw “ 0, h PW,m ě 0u.

Remark 1. For W “
À

λPCWλ, LpW q “
À

λPC LpW qλ is naturally graded, and each
homogeneous subspace LpW qλ “ LpW q XWλ is finite dimensional.

It is easy to see the following

Lemma 1. For W , ĂW be two Apgq-modules, and for ϕ : W Ñ ĂW an Apgq-module

homomorphism, one has ϕpLpW qq Ă LpĂW q. In particular, if ϕ is an isomorphism

then ϕpLpW qq “ LpĂW q.

3.2. Category OApgq of Apgq-modules. Let Wz be an Apgq-module and we denote
the dual space of W with respect to the form p., .q by W 1. The following lemma is
obvious [6]:

Lemma 2. W 1 is an Apgq-module such that pa m1,mq “ pm1, νpaq mq, for a P Apgq,
m1 PW 1, and m PW .

Definition 13. A form p., .q defined on an Apgq-module Wz is called invariant if
pa w1, w2q “ pw1, νpaq w2q for wi PWz and a P Apgq.

We also need to define the category OApgq of Apgq-modules.

Definition 14. An Apgq-module W is in OApgq if there exist λs P Cn, such that W “
Às

i“1,
ně0

Wλi`n, is a direct sum of finite dimensionalApgq-modules and HomApgqpWλ,Wµq “

0, if µ ‰ λ.

Theorem 2. Let W0 ‰ 0. Then the linear map o : Wz Ñ EndpLpWzqq, g ÞÑ
opgq|LpWzq, induces a homomorphism from Wz to EndpLpWzqq, and LpWzq is a left
Apgq-module. For all λ P C, LpWzqλ is an finite-dimensional Apgq-module. OApgq is
invariant with respect to definition of L.

Note that for λ ‰ µ, HomApgqpLpWzqλ, LpWzqµq “ 0. Thus LpWzq is an element
of OApgq.

4. Twisted Apgq-bundles

As it was shown in [6], it turns out that we can introduce corresponding bundles
for a large class of associative algebras. In this section we define the main objects of
this paper, associative algebra twisted Apgq-bundles.
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4.1. Torsors and twists under groups of automorphisms. We now explain how
to collect elements of the space Θ pn, k,Wz,λ, Xαq of prescribed rational functions into
sections of a twisted Apgq-bundle on X. Let H be a subgroup of the group Autz OX

of independent formal parameters z automorphisms on X. We recall here the notion
of a torsor with respect to a group.

Definition 15. Let H be a group, and X a non-empty set. Then X is called a H-

torsor if it is equipped with a simply transitive right action of H, i.e., given ξ, rξ P X ,

there exists a unique h P H such that ξ ¨ h “ rξ, where for h, rh P H the right action is

given by ξ ¨ ph ¨ rhq “ pξ ¨ hq ¨ rh. The choice of any ξ P X allows us to identify X with
H by sending ξ ¨ h to h.

Using similar results for Wz of [2], one shows that certain subspaces Wz Ă Gz form
H-modules. Applying the definition of a group twist to the group H and its module
Wz we obtain

Definition 16. Given a H-module Wz and a H-torsor Xα, one defines the Xα-twist
of Wz as the set

EXα “Wz
ˆ

HXα “Wz ˆXα{ tpw, a ¨ ξq „ paw, ξqu ,

for ξ P Xα, a P H, and w PWz.

Now we wish to attach to any Xα a twist EXα of Wz. We have an isomorphism
iz,Xα : Wz ĂÑ EXα . The system of isomorphisms iz,Xα

should satisfy certain com-

patibility conditions. Namely, an automorphism pi´1
z,Xα

˝ iz,Xβ q of Wz should define
a representation on Wz of the group H. Then EXα is canonically identified with the
twist of Wz by the H-torsor of Xα. The elements of Θ pn, k,Wz, Xαq give rise to a
collection of sections F pxq. The construction of local parts of a twisted Apgq-bundle
is grounded on the notion of a principal bundle for the group H naturally existing
on X. Let AutXα be the space of all sets of local parameters on Xα. Next we ave
(c.f. [2])

Lemma 3. The group H acts naturally on AutXα which is a H-torsor.

Thus, we can define the following twist.

Definition 17. We introduce the H-twist of Wz Ez “ Wz
ˆ
H AutXα . The original

definition similar to (17) was given in [1, 21].

4.2. Definition of the local part of prescribed rational functions bundle
EpWz,λq. We now fix an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra g satisfying requirements of
subsection 2.2. Suppose that a C-grading is generated by K0 on Wz. Let G Ă Autpgq
be a Wz-grading preserving subgroup of Autpgq. Denote by Og,Apgq a subcategory
of OApgq consisting of Apgq-modules Wz such that G acts on Wz as automorphisms.
By using the ideas of [2], we formulate here the definition of the local part EpWz,λq

of the fiber bundle associated to g through matrix elements F pxq with x “ pg, zq, to
the space Θ pn, k,Wz,λq for all n, k ě 0, of prescribed rational functions on a finite
part tXα, α P I0u of a covering tXαu of X. For the fiber space provided by elements
fpxq P Wz, using the property of prescribed rational functions we form a principal
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H-bundle, which is a fiber bundle EpWz,λq defined by trivializations iz : F pxq “
pθ, fpxqq Ñ Xa, together with a continuous right action F pxqˆHÑ F pxq, such that
H preserves F pxq, i.e., ζ, ζ.a are sections of Epn, k,Wz,λq for all a P H, and acts freely
and transitively, i.e., the map a ÞÑ ζ.a is a homeomorphism. Thus, we have [2]

Lemma 4. The projection AutXα Ñ X is a principal H-bundle. The fiber of this
bundle over Xα is the H-torsor AutXα .

Then we obtain

Definition 18. Given a finite-dimensional H-module Wizn ,λ, let

EpWz,λq “
à

n,kě0

Wizn ,λ
ˆ

H
AutXa ,

be the fiber bundle associated toWiz,λ, AutXa , and with sections provided by elements
of Θpn, k,Wzn , Xαq, for n, k ě 0.

On X we can choose tXαu such that the bundle EpWz,λq over Xα is Xα ˆ F pxq.
The fiber bundle EpWz,λq with fiber fpxnq is a map EpWz,λq : Cn Ñ X where Cn
is the total space of EpWz,λq and X is its base space. For every Xα of X i´1

zn is

homeomorphic to Xa ˆ Cn. Namely, we have for fpxnq : i´1
zn Ñ Xα ˆ Cn, that

P ˝ fpxnq “ izn ˝ i
´1
zn pXαq, where P is the projection map on Xα.

4.3. Definitions of a twisted Apgq-bundle. In this subsection we formulate (gen-
eralizing examples of other cases considered in [6]) the definition of a twisted fiber
bundle associated to Apgq-module Wz P OG,Apgq. We obtain

Definition 19. A twisted Apgq-bundle E over X with fiber Wz and Θ pn, k,Wz, Xq, n,
k ě 0-valued sections is a direct sum of vector bundles E “

À

λPC EpWz,λq, such that
all transition functions are Apgq-module isomorphisms, and a family of continuous
isomorphisms Hα “ tHα,λ, λ P Cu, of fiber bundles

Hα,λ : EpWz,λq|Xα ÑWiz,λ
ˆ

G
AutXα ,

such that for transition functions gαβ,λ “ Hα,λ ˚2 H
´1
β,λ, for all λ P C, then

gαβpxq “ pgαβ,λpξqq : Wz ÑWz,

is an Apgq-module isomorphism for any ξ P pXα

Ş

Xβq, where the transition functions
gα,βpxq are Gz-valued.

Note that definitions of direct sum of bundles, sub-bundles and quotient bundles
appear accordingly. We are also able to define graded twisted Apgq-bundles. For

that purpose, replace Wz,λ Ñ LpWz,λq, EpWz,λq Ñ EgrpWz,λq, gαβ,λ by
´

ggrαβ,λ

¯

“
´

Hgr
α,λ

¯

˚2

´

Hgr
β,λ

¯´1

, and introduce pHgr
α q “

`

Hα|pEgrpWz,λq

˘

, for all λ P C. Then

using Theorem 2, we obtain

Lemma 5. The graded transition functions pggrαβqpξq provide an Apgq-module isomor-

phism
´

ggrαβ,λ

¯

pxq : LpWznq Ñ LpWznq, for any λ P C and x P Xα

Ş

Xβ. By Lemma

1, Egr is a twisted Apgq-bundle over X.
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Let Apgq and rAprgq be two associative algebras with anti-involutions νA and ν
rA

respectively. Then, similar to [6], one has

Lemma 6. Apgq bC rAprgq is an associative algebra with anti-involution νA b ν rA.

5. Properties of twisted Apgq-bundles

In this section we reveal properties of twisted Apgq-bundles. In particular we show
that twisted Apgq-bundle behaves well under standard operations, and are invariant
under homotopy transformations of X. Note that in the simplest case of Apgq “ C
the twisted Apgq-bundle is a classical complex vector bundle over X. Let E , rE be Apgq
and Aprgq-bundles over X. Then we have

Lemma 7. Then E b rE is a ApgqbCAprgq-bundle over X. In particular, If Apgq “ C
then E b rE is again a rA-bundle over X.

Let E be an Apgq-bundle over X. Introduce E 1 “ ‘λPCpEpWz,λqq
˚. Then, due to

this definition and properties of the non-degenerate bilinear form p., .q, we obtain

Lemma 8. The dual bundle E 1 is also a twisted Apgq-bundle.

Definition 20. Let E , rE be two twisted Apgq-bundles on X. A map η : E Ñ rE , is
called a twisted Apgq-bundle morphism if there exist a family of continuous morphisms
of fiber bundles

ηλ : EpWz,λq Ñ rEpWz,λq,

such that with η “ pηλq, for all λ P C, and ηλ : E Ñ rE , is an Apgq-module morphism
for any ξ P X.

It follows from [6] that the following lemma is true for Apgq.

Lemma 9. Let E be a twisted Apgq-bundle on X. Then E
À

E 1 is a twisted Apgq-
bundle, with nondegenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form

`

g˚αβpξqθ, gαβpξqu
˘

“ pθ, uq , (5.1)

which is an invariant of E (i.e., does not depend on gαβ for all α, β P I, ξ P XαXXβ,
ξ P Gzn , θ P G1zn) induced from the natural bilinear from on Gz ‘G

1
z.

Proof. For ordinary bundles this lemma was proven in [6]. Here we have to check (5.1)
in the twisted case. Namely, for particular λ P C, using the definition of gαβ and multi-

plication ˚2, consider
´

g˚αβ,λpξqθ, gαβ,λpξqu
¯

“

´

pHα,λ ˚2 H
´1
β,λq

˚θ, pHα,λ ˚2 H
´1
β,λqu

¯

.

One sees that it equals to pθ, uq. Thus, the form pg˚αβpξqθ, gαβpξquq does not depend
on any α, β P I. ˝

It is useful to introduce the following

Definition 21. A twisted Apgq-bundle E is called trivial if there exists an Apgq-bundle
isomorphism ϕ : E Ñ W ˆX, here W ˆX is the natural Apgq-bundle on X with W
as fibers.

Finally, we provide proofs for generalizations of two propositions given in [6] for
the case of twisted Apgq-bundles.
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Proposition 1. For any twisted Apgq-bundle E, there exists a twisted Apgq-bundle rE
such that E

À

rE is geometrically covariant for E, i.e., E
À

rE is a trivial Apgq-bundle.

Proof. Due to the properties of non-degenerate bilinear form, it is naturaly to use it
to characterize a twisted Apgq-bundle E . By Lemma 9 we can assume that there is
a nondegenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form on E induced from the form on
Gz. We are able to choose a finite covering tXα, α P I0u in the definition 19. For
α P I0, let us set Hα “ phαpεq, πpεqq, where πpεq : E Ñ X is the natural projection
map and hαpεq PW . Let pχαhαq be representatives of an element W of OG,Apgq over
Xα, and χa such that

ř

αPI0

χapξqχαpξq “ IdW is the identity operator for ξ P X on the

covering tXα, α P I0u. Define an Apgq-bundle injective and bilinear form preserving
homomorphism ψ : E Ñ W ‘ k ˆ X, ψpeq “ ppχαpξq hαpεqq, ξq, for α P I0, where
ξ “ πpεq, and k is the number of independent domains in the covering tXαu. The ψ
sends E to the trivial Apgq-bundle W ‘ k ˆX. We are able to extend non-degenerate
bilinear form p., .q to W‘k ˆX. By Lemma 9, the transition functions preserve the
bilinear form on W , thus for any ε, rε P Ex one finds

pψpεq, ψprεqq “
ÿ

αPI0

ppχαpξq hαpεqq, pχαpξq hαprεqqq

“
ÿ

αPI0

χ2
αpξq pgαβpξq hβpεq, gαβpξq hβprεqq

“ pε,rεq.

Thus the homomorphism ψ preserves the bilinear form and the restriction of the
bilinear form to ψpEq is nondegenerate. the form pψpεq, ψprεqq does not depend on

the choice of Let us take rE “ ψpEq: with respect to the bilinear form. According to

Lemma 8, rE is an Apgq-bundle on X, pW ‘ k ˆ Xq “ rE ‘ ψpEq – rE ‘ E . and such
Apgq ‘Apgq-bundle is trivial is a geometrical covariant. ˝

A twisted Apgq exhibits the following homotopy-stability property:

Proposition 2. The construction of a twisted Apgq-bundle E is homotopy-invariant.

I.e., let rX be a compact Hausdorff space, τt : rX Ñ X, for 0 ď t ď 1, a homotopy and
E a twisted Apgq-bundle over X. Then τ˚0 pEq » τ˚1 pEq.

Proof. Denote by I the unit interval and let τ : rXˆI Ñ X, be the homotopy, so that

τprξ, tq “ τtprξq, and let π : rXˆI Ñ rX denote the projection onto the first factor. For a

collection of ξi P rX, k ě 1, and an element wi PW , let us choose a finite open covering

t rXξiu
k
i“1 of rX so that τ˚pEq “ wiˆ ξi is trivial over each rXξi ˆ I. For each ξ P rX we

can find open neighborhood Uξ,k in rX, and a partition tti, 0 “ t0 ă t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk “ 1u of

r0, 1s such that the bundle is trivial over each Uξ,iˆrti´1, tis. Set U “ Uξ,k “
k
Ş

i“1

Uξ,i.

Then the twisted bundle τ˚pEq is trivial over rXξˆI. Indeed, by choosing appropriate
elements of AutXξ we could find for ti´1,i “ rti´1, tis, isomorphisms of trivializations
such that

hi : τ˚pEq|
ĂXξˆti´1,i

ÑW ˆ rXξ ˆ ti´1,i,
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for 1 ď i ď k. For u P U , we take the Apgq-bundle isomorphisms

h1ipu, tiq “ phi´1 ˝ h
´1
i qpu, tiq ˝ hipu, ti´1q :

τ˚pEq|Uξˆrti,ti`1s ÑW ˆ Uξ ˆ rti, ti`1s,

then hi “ h1i`1 on Uξ ˆttiu, thus they define a trivialization on rXξ ˆ rti´1, ti`1s, and

thus τ˚pEq is trivial over rXx ˆ I. Let χi be a partition of unity of rX with support

of χi contained in Uξi . For i ě 0, let qj “
řj
i“1 χi. In particular, q0 “ 0 and qn “ 1.

Consider the subspace of U ˆ I consisting of points of the form pξ, qipξqq, and let
πi : Ei ÑWi be the restriction of the bundle E over Wi. Since E is trivial on Uxi ˆ I,
the projection homeomorphism Wi Ñ Wi´1 induces homomorphisms εi : Ei Ñ Ei´1,
which is identity outside πipUxiq, and which takes each fiber of Ei isomorphically onto

the corresponding fiber of Ei´1. The composition ε “
śk
i“1 ˝εi is then an isomorphism

from E |Uˆt1u to E |Uˆt0u. ˝
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